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STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT.
WENDS, BRASS, PERCUSSION, AND HARP LISTED ALPHABETICALLY

UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS
Friday , December 6, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Larry Rachlejf, conductor; James Gaffigan, guest conductor PROGRAM: Ross
Adrian Williams- On Open Sky; Canteloube -Songs of the Auvergne (selections
from Series 1-4) (Susan Lorette Dunn, soloist); and Prokofiev - Selections from
Romeo and Juliet, Suites 1 and 2 . Stude Concert Hall. Free admission.
Friday, February 14, 8:00 p .m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
Larry Rachlejf, conductor; David in-Jae Cho, guest conductor PROGRAM: Britten Four Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes; Dvorak - Concerto for Piano and Orchestra
in G Minor, Op.33 (Jitka Frankova, soloist);and Shostakovich -Symphony No.JO
in E Minor, Op. 93. Stude Concert Hall. Free admission.
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Sunday, February 16, 8:00 p.m. - SHEPHERD SCHOOL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Larry Rachlejf, conductor PROGRAM: Mozart- Overture to "Abduction from the
Seraglio" K. 384; Ravel - Tzigane and Chausson - Poeme, Op. 25 ( Kathleen Winkler,
soloist); and Beethoven - Symphony No. 4 in B-jl.at Major, Op. 60.
Stude Concert Hall. Free admission.

PROGRAM NOTES
Prelude a "L'Apres-midi d'unfaune" .

. Claude Debussy

At the beginning of the 1890s, Claude Debussy reached one of the first creative peaks of his career. During this time he composed several works that distinctly expressed his impressionistic voice, including his only String Quartet (1893)
and his first great orchestral work, Prelude a "L'Apres-midi d'un faune" (Prelude to "The Afternoon of a Faun") (1894). Commissioned by the Societe Nationale de Musique in 1889, Prelude a"L'Apres-midi d'un fau11e" was first performed
December 22, 1894, in Paris after being completed in October of the same year.
Several events leading up to this time greatly influenced Debussy's artistic
growth. The year 1889 witnessed the Paris World Exhibition, where Debussy first
encountered the floating qualities ofform and rhythm in the music of the Indonesian game/an orchestra. In 1890 he traveled to Bayreuth to hear the music of
Richard Wagner and was greatly impressed by the German composer's practices
in harmony and orchestration. Cesar Franck, Camille Saint-Saens, and other
French composers, as well as contemporary French artists and poets, all affected
the development of Debussy's style.
This is especially clear in the influence ofpoet Stephane Mallarme, whose
symbolist pastoral "L'Apres-midi d'un faune" inspired Debussy to write one of
his most well-known orchestral works. In the poem, Mallarme evokes a pagan
landscape in which a Faun (a mythological creature that is half man, halfgoat)
awakes in the woods and tries to decide whether an encounter with three lovely
nymphs was a dream or reality. As Debussy once remarked about his work, "The
music of the Prelude is a very free illustration of the beautiful poem of Mallarme
... There are the successive scenes through which pass the desires and dreams of
the faun in the heat of the afternoon. Then, tired ofpursing the fea,ful flight of
the nymphs and the naiads, he succumbs to intoxicating sleep ..."
Debussy expresses the dreamy, sensuous atmosphere of the poem through the
manipulation of several compositional techniques. In 1958, looking back upon
Debussy's career, Pierre Boulez discussed the innovations of harmony and timbre
used in the Prelude as a landmark for the beginning of modern music. Instead of
relying on the traditional Western conventions ofform and harmonic progression,
Debussy uses chromatic melody, rich harmony, and an ambiguous tonal center to
evoke a dream-like mood and atmosphere. The opening melody in the flute lies
in a warm, velvety register and moves chromatically up and down the interval of
a tritone. This melody passes from one instrument to another in the context of
various textures throughout, and although it is repeated many times, the melody
itself never really progresses or develops. Debussy uses whole-tone and pentatonic scales (reminiscent of those he heard in 1889) to create chords for coloristic rather than harmonic purposes. The rich harmony and orchestral color that
Debussy achieves beautifully evokes the warm and dreamlike atmosphere of the
poem in a truly impressionistic tradition.
- Note by Megan Fergusson

Concerto for Violin and Orchestra .
in E Minor, Op. 64

. Felix Mendelssohn

Felix Mendelssohn was appointed music director of the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig in 1835. He chose to present himself to his Leipzig audience on February 7, 1836, with a performance of his Octet for Strings, Op.20 (1825). Mendelssohn played second viola in the octet, and his friend and newly appointed concertmaster of the Gewandhaus Orchestra, Ferdinand David, played the virtuoso first
violin part. It is not unlikely that this pe1formance was the reason for Mendelssohn's letter to David dated July 30, 1838, in which Mendelssohn writes: "I would
like to write a concerto for you for next winter; one in E minor is running through
my head."
The concerto was not finished that winter; it would take Mendelssohn over
five years to complete the work. In a letter to Ignaz Moscheles dated November

30, 1839, he wrote, "I want to write a new concerto, but so far it is swimming
around in my head in a shapeless condition." Mendelssohn put the Violin Concerto aside, and worked on a piano concerto in E minor between 1842 and the
early winter of 1844. He abandoned this work when he resumed composition of
the Violin Concerto in March 1844. However, some thematic material from the
Piano Concerto became part of the Violin Concerto.
Mendelssohn finished composing the Violin Concerto on September 16, 1844,
in Bad Soden, where he had spent the summer. Mendelssohn and Ferdinand David
spent the next six months making changes in the solo violin part as well as the orchestra parts. The last alterations were made in the latter part of February 1845,
just before the premiere of the work in Leipzig on March 13, 1845. David played
the concerto with the Gewandhaus Orchestra with the Danish composer Niels
Wilhelm Gade as conductor.
After the premiere, Mendelssohn worked closely with his publisher Breitkopf
& Hartel; several misprints had found their way into the solo and orchestra parts
and had to be corrected. The premiere version of the concerto is therefore different from the version that we play today.
For the time of its composition, this concerto presented several unusual features. The solo violin plays the theme right from the start of the first movement,
abandoning the customary orchestral exposition. It was also unusual for the solo
cadenza to be written by the composer, and placed before the recapitulation. The
solo cadenza does not end on a trill; rather, it invites the orchestra in with its arpeggio passage that starts a tempo. The movement connects to the second movement with the bassoon ending on a B fermata.
The second movement is a Barcarolle, a type of Venetian Gondolier song, and
is in the style of Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words. These were a type of character piece invented by Mendelssohn. They evoked the setting of a lied played on
the piano, and became highly popular when Mendelssohn introduced the genre
in 1829.
The third movement starts with an Allegretto non troppo introduction before
the scherzando E major theme is introduced. The movement is a sonata-rondo.
This type of scherzo character was a trademark of Mendelssohn's; he used similar
types in his Octet for Strings and in his music to the Midsummer Night's Dream.
- Note by Tor Johan Boen
Serenade No. 2 in A Major, Op.16 .

. Johannes Brahms

Before attempting his larger, better-known orchestral works, Johannes
Brahms composed two Serenades for small orchestra from 1857 to 1859, during
his residency as conductor, teacher, and pianist at the Royal Court of Detmold,
Germany. His position in Detmold followed a tragic time in Brahms' life, which
involved the mental collapse and subsequent death of his great friend and mentor, Robert Schumann. Clearly, the majestic scenery of the Teutoburger Forest
that bordered the court town of Detmold offered a more serene working environment for Brahms, who had left Clara Schumann in Dusseldorfjust a year earlier.
When about to complete his second Serenade in A Major in 185 9, he wrote to
his Aunt Auguste: "I felt peculiar when I saw these beautifully wooded heights
once again and strolled into the splendid forest. I had not seen such resplendent nature for a year now. So much has changed since then. But I was utterly
blissful. I thought only of music'.' His intense feeling ofjoy is directly reflected
in his A major Serenade, which has been compared by biographer Max Ka/beck
to his first Serenade as having "a softer and more well-rounded form, a more
resplendent color and great soulfulness'.'
The spirit of the "serenade;' a genre which comes from the Italian "sereno"
(in the sense of night music, meaning "serene" and "cloudless"), is effectively
conveyed through specific orchestration and compositional gracefulness. The
rich, sultry tone color that Brahms achieves in his second serenade is due largely to its unique orchestration, which includes no violins in the string section.
Brahms relies on the sonorous quality of the violas to carry the vocal, upper
string part, with the cellos at times playing the melodic parts rather than dou-

bling the basses. (As Brahms had written to a later conductor, "Eight or more
violas, six cellos, four double basses, or something like that, seem good to me.
And, of course, it depends on how they can play'.') Scored also for two flutes ,
two oboes, two clarinets, two bassoons, and two horns, the piece displays
Brahms' characteristic rich wind writing. Four of the movements maintain the
dance-like, lilting character of night music, while in contrast the great Adagio
non troppo stands as a weighty counterpart, evoking the repeating bass line
and variation style of a Baroque passacaglia.
The first performance of this Serenade was given by the Hamburg Philharmonic on February 10, 1860, under the direction of Brahms himself. Well received and labeled as a success, the first performance of the Serenade moved
critics to write that "Brahms has showed himself... an independent, original individuality, a finely organized, true, musical nature, an artist ripening toward
mastery by means of unwearied, conscious endeavor.' The first performance
in the United States of the Serenade, let alone any orchestral work by Brahms,
was by the New York Philharmonic just two years later in February of 1862.
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- Note by Megan Fergusson

BIOGRAPHIES
A native of Kongsberg, Norway, TOR JOHAN B0EN made his violin debut in
Oslo in 1993, performing as soloist in both the Beethoven and Lutoslawski violin
concertos. He has appeared as soloist with the Bergen Philharmonic, the Stavanger Symphony, the Trondheim Symphony, Madrid Radio Symphony, the San Francisco Conservatory Symphony Orchestra, and the Ris(!Jr Festival Strings. In 1997
and 1998 Mr. B(!Jen was invited to play at the Legion of Honor in San Francisco
on the Jascha Heifetz "David" Guarnerius violin. He subsequently performed the
complete solo sonatas for violin by Eugene Ysajie in San Francisco. Mr. B(!Jen is
one of the leaders of the Ris(!Jr Festival Strings and has been performing with the
Norwegian Chamber Orchestra since 1988. As a graduate of the Norwegian Academy of Music and the San Francisco Conservatory of Music, he has studied with
Leif J(!Jrgensen, Lars Anders Tomter, Camilla Wicks, and is currently pursuing a
Doctor of Musical Arts degree with Sergiu Luca at the Shepherd School of Music .
JAMES GAFFIGAN is currently enrolled in his second year of graduate conducting studies at the Shepherd School of Music as a student of Larry Rachleff
For the past three summers he attended the Aspen Music School as an Academy
Conductor. Last year he received the Aspen Robert Harth conducting prize, which
served as an invitation to return to the festival in 2002. As part of this invitation,
he conducted the Cleveland Orchestra in one concert last summer. Mr. Gaffigan
was invited to Tanglewood in 2001 as a conducting fellowship student. In 2000 he
received the first ever Benjamin Zander Conducting Fellowship from the Boston
Philharmonic, which granted him a budget of $10,000,provided him the means
to travel, and gave him the opportunity to conduct a full-scale production of a
Mozart opera scenes recital at the New England Conservatory of Music. Also in
2000 Mr. Gaffigan was invited to audition for the position of assistant conductor
of the Los Angeles Philharmonic. He was recently offered the position ofMusic
Director of the New York Youth Symphony. Mr. Gaffigan holds degrees and diplomas from the New England Conservatory of Music, the Juilliard Preparatory
School, and the LaGuardia High School of Music and Art in New York City. His
primary conducting teachers have been David Zinman, Frank Battisti, Benjamin
Zander, Robert Spano, Murry Sid/in, and Jorma Panula.
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